Commuter Lockers

There are commuter lockers conveniently located on the second floor of the Carl Hansen Student Center. Lockers are available at the beginning of the academic year on a first-come, first-served basis. Commuter students who would like more information on reserving a locker should contact the Office of Student Engagement at 203-582-7628 or via email at studentengagement@qu.edu

North Haven Lockers

Graduate Student Affairs oversees the use, assignment and/or maintenance of lockers located in Building 1 of the North Haven Campus. Priority assignment goes to students in certain academic programs with a lab component. Once those assignments are fulfilled, the office will review requests. Please note that there are limited lockers available. Two students will be assigned per locker to accommodate as many students as possible, but availability is not guaranteed. Students can contact Graduate Student Affairs at 203-582-GRAD, visit the staff in MNH-276 or email gradaffairs@qu.edu for more information. Approved locker assignments and relevant information will be communicated via email.